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NOTE: Mapping northwest of Access Line is based on aerial photographs and ground views rather than direct site access. SOURCE: USDA FSA Aerial Photography Field Office: County Image Mosaic for Riverside, CA (2009).
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SOURCE: USDA FSA Aerial Photography Field Office:
County Image Mosaic for Riverside, CA (2009).
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Figure 3.5-11. Aerial view of Eagle Mountain Mine Site, circle shows the location of the existing water treatment pond.
Figure 3.5-12. Aerial view of lower pit, with existing water treatment pond at lower left.
Figure 3.5-13. Colorado River Aqueduct, Eagle Mountain Pumping Station.
Figure 3.5-14. Colorado River Aqueduct at Eagle Mountain Pumping Station, view NW towards the Eagle Mountain Mine

12/22/2007
Figure 3.5-15. Colorado River Aqueduct, where it goes subsurface, north of the Eagle Mountain Mine.
Figure 3.5-18. South pond at Community of Lake Tamarisk.
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